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 full.zip : Assembled install package (10+ MB) for the 64bit version of ROCKEY 200 driver. For 64bit versions of windows.rar extension use 'WinRar'. wo54.bz2 : mpecho.zip : PEChopper working version 0.7.1 for the eCHOPPER driver, copyright 2004-2015 by Paul Wouters. mpecho.zip : PEChopper is an open source PE Chopper utility for win32/win64 compatible mpeg decompressors (xvid,
avi, mpegts). The mpecho project can be found here. v4.zip : v4.zip : This is a complete backup of the v3.zip. Just extract v4.zip and the copied files from v3.zip will be replaced by the backuped files. All settings for the driver remain unchanged. v4.rarfull.zip : If you have problems extracting or otherwise encounter problems after extracting the v3.zip archive, then you should use this archive, it will
restore everything to the very latest state. v3.zip : This is the original package. Just download and use the extracted archive. v3.rar : This archive contains the original full package. It will work if you still have problems after installing the driver. Please note that the rar extraction will restore the existing settings of the driver. All existing settings are kept as is. Disclaimer : ROCKEY200 is just my tool to
share video content. If you use my drivers you have to check to see if the files are not copyrighted (If I have copied it's a fault). Please contact me if the situation is not to your liking. If you think that the ROCKEY200 is not supported or there is some missing functionality, I'd be glad to hear from you.Q: How to reduce a matrix into a vector in matlab I am using matlab version 2010a. I have a matrix

of dimension 10 x 10 and I want to reduce it to a vector. Also, I want to add the first column of the matrix with the second column and then add the second column with the third and so on. How can I do that. Is there any function in matlab which does that? A: Here is one way: % create some data A = rand( 82157476af
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